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Sula is a fresh written by Toni Morrison about uncertainness. The fresh 

embarks into the thoughts of good and evil and how these two can 

sometimes go similar. The fresh looks into the unresolved enigmas of human

emotions and relationships. In the terminal. the writer finally concludes that 

societal conventions are deficient as a footing in life one’s life and that there 

are far more important affairs to life than these. The novel ( Sula. 2002 ) 

looks at the many different ways in which people employ to do their lives 

more meaningful by withstanding easy replies. meaning the ambiguity. 

beauty and panic of life. in its victory and horrors. 

The novel has been written by Morrison ( 2002 ) from the philosophical 

nature while holding her personal penetrations or experiences fill some of 

the novel’s pages. She managed to demo both good and evil and that two 

adult females can really go one by showing the lives of two friends who are 

the chief supporters. The fresh revolves around Bottom which is a largely 

black community in Ohio. located in the hills above the community of 

Medallion. The fresh Tells about the particular friendly relationship of Nel and

Sula who come from changing degrees. Nel is a merchandise of a household 

that believes deeply in societal conventions. 

She comes from a stable place. Nel is unsure of the conservative life her 

female parent. Helene. wants for her. Nel’s doubts become more marked 

when she meets her grandma Rochelle. a former cocotte and the lone 

unconventional adult female in her household line. Meanwhile. Sula’s 

household is different from that of Nel. Sula lives with her grandma. Eva and 

her female parent. Hannah. who are being viewed by the people as bizarre 
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and loose. Their house serves as a place for three informally adopted boys all

named Dewey and a ageless figure of boundary lines. 

Sula and Nel may be different but they become affiliated with each other 

during their adolescent old ages until a traumatic accident changed all that. 

Sula by chance dropped a male child named Chicken Little in a river and 

drowned when she losingss her clasp to the male child as he swung him 

around her custodies. The two ne’er told anyone about the accident holding 

no purpose of harming the male child. Soon. they merely grew apart. Finally. 

Nel married and settled into the conventional function of married woman and

female parent. Sula. on the other manus. took a different way and lived a life

of independency and entire contempt for societal conventions. 

When she left her community. Sula had many personal businesss with work 

forces. some of whom were white. When she found others making the same 

modus operandi. she easy got bored and went back to the Bottom and to her

friend Nel after 10 old ages. Because of her yesteryear. the town regarded 

Sula as an prototype of evil because of her obvious neglect of societal 

conventions. Sula will shortly develop an matter with her friend’s hubby Jude 

who subsequently abandoned Nel. This led to the dissolution of the friendly 

relationship of the two characters. Sula’s evilness someway improved the 

lives of people in the community by supplying them the motive to populate 

harmoniously with one another. 

Sula and Nel renewed their friendly relationship before the former died. The 

novel is filled with a twine of colourful characters in the individuals of the 

followers. Cecile is Helene’s strict and spiritual grandma. She raised Helene 
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since birth and made her marry Wiley Wright who happens to be her 

expansive nephew. Nel. interim. is the girl of Helene. who developed an 

intense friendly relationship with Sula in her adolescent old ages Nel marries 

Jude in the novel and was subsequently abandoned by him. The other 

characters are Chicken Little who is a vicinity male child who Sula by chance 

dropped into the river and drowned when Sula swung him around by his 

custodies. 

The Deweys are Eva’s three adopted kids she all named Dewey. The three 

looked different from each other but people somehow saw them looked 

likewise. The Deweys did non turn into full grownup size. Old Willy Fields is 

another character in the novel who is an aged in the local infirmary. Mr. 

Finley is a occupant of the Bottom who choked to decease from a poulet 

bone shortly after Sula returned to the community. Jude Greene is Nel’s 

hubby and works as a server in the Hotel Medallion. Ajax is the oldest from 

seven siblings who had lovers contending over him Ajax’s merely true loves 

were his female parent. a conjure adult female and aeroplanes. 

He had a distinguishable manner of transfusing the most ordinary words with

power. BoyBoy Prunus persica was Eva’s hubby who abandoned her when 

the three kids were still little. Eva worked so difficult to maintain her 

household off from hungriness. She subsequently became the energetic 

materfamilias over a busy family. which included Hannah. Sula. Ralph. Tar 

Baby. the Deweys. among others. Hannah Peace is Eva’s oldest kid. She 

moved back in with her female parent after her hubby. Rekus. died when 

their girl. Sula. was three old ages old. Like her female parent. Hannah loves 

“ maleness. 
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” She has frequent. brief personal businesss with the work forces who take 

her illusion. Many adult females resent her. but they don’t detest her. Work 

force don’t chitchat about her because she is a sort and generous adult 

female. They frequently defend her against the rough words of their married 

womans. Pearl is Eva’s 2nd kid who married at the stamp age of 14 and 

moved to Flint. Michigan. Ralph. nicknamed Plum. is Eva’s youngest and 

favored kid who fought in the First World War and returned place with 

upseting memories and an dependence to heroin. 

Rekus was Hannah’s hubby and Sula’s male parent who died when Sula was 

merely three old ages old. The novel is an interesting read. Anyone can easy 

associate with the characters presented. Good and evil may look different. 

but like Morrison ( 2002 ) emphasized. the two may besides look similar. We 

can look at it at the manner we view life. The evil really teaches us to be 

string persons and they pose as challenges for us to take. Without them. we 

may non be able to accomplish the ultimate goodness. Work Cited: Toni 

Morrison. Sula. Plume ; Oprah edition ( April 5. 2002 ) 
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